
Z1N Meeting 
Monday, March 14, 2022 

Reports: 

Laura – nothing to report 

Martin – nothing to report 

Kayla – nothing to report 

Joey – We are looking for another team to host dual venue in July 

Kathy – nothing new to report 

Ainsley Jane – making sure current reps are active and getting more from each team, or just get 
involved, will sent out spreadsheet of which teams we are missing 

Old Business 

- Financial breakdown: Z1N made a little under $800 from the Z1N Championship Meet  
- Larry Rice is curious and asks a few questions about the revenue 
- Ben and Loki agree on touchpads being a useful addition to the meet 
- Kathy reports that we have a good amount of experience officials that are retiring or only 

volunteering for a few meets, so pushing younger people in, but being fair to everyone 
- Each team should have their own starter, meet ref, and block of officials  

New Business 

- Ben speaks on dual venues not lining up in terms of event order and events offered, and if we 
have a change of heart on that, or if we want to change this? 

- Different events making swimmers want to go to the ‘other’ meet – even if it is their home meet 
- Different meets also mean different sanctions and timelines on sanctioning 
- Two host teams need to be on the same page 
- Joey, Bob agrees that we need to offer 1000/1650 
- Ben offers idea of A/B/C format and rotate through 
- Discussion over 1650/50 and their impact on revenue, timeline, and deck vs pre-seed 
- Ben makes a motion to have both meets sanctioned at the same time, and that both dual venue 

teams must communicate and agree on events. Bob and Jensen second the motion. 
- We vote (15 y to 1 n) on a trail run for this LCM CBA meet format and work moving forward. 

Meeting ends 9:20 PM   


